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Abstrat: In the reent years, there has been an inreasing interest in disontinuous
Galerkin time domain (DGTD) methods for the solution of the unsteady Maxwell equations
modeling eletromagneti wave propagation. One of the main features of DGTD methods
is their ability to deal with unstrutured meshes whih are partiularly well suited to the
disretization of the geometrial details and heterogeneous media that haraterize realisti
propagation problems. Suh DGTD methods most often rely on expliit time integration
shemes and lead to blok diagonal mass matries. However, expliit DGTD methods are
also onstrained by a stability ondition that an be very restritive on highly rened meshes
and when the loal approximation relies on high order polynomial interpolation. An im-
pliit time integration sheme is a natural way to obtain a time domain method whih is
unonditionally stable but at the expense of the inversion of a global linear system at eah
time step. A more viable approah onsists in applying an impliit time integration sheme
loally in the rened regions of the mesh while preserving an expliit time sheme in the
omplementary part, resulting in an hybrid expliit-impliit (or loally impliit) time inte-
gration strategy. In this paper, we report on our reent eorts towards the development of
suh a hybrid expliit-impliit DGTD method for solving the time domain Maxwell equa-
tions on unstrutured simpliial meshes. Numerial experiments for 2D and 3D propagation
problems in homogeneous and heterogeneous media illustrate the possibilities of the method
for simulations involving loally rened meshes.
Key-words: omputational eletromagnetis, time domain Maxwell's equations, dison-
tinuous Galerkin method, unstrutured tetrahedral meshes, hybrid expliit-impliit sheme.
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Méthode Galerkin disontinue loalement impliite
pour l'életromagnétisme en domaine temporel
Résumé : Ces dernières années, un intérêt roissant a été porté aux méthodes de type
Galerkin disontinu utilisant des maillages non-struturés es derniers étant partiulièrement
bien adaptés à la disrétisation des détails géométriques qui aratérisent les appliations
réalistes. Les méthodes de type Galerkin disontinu en domaine temporel font le plus sou-
vent appel à des shémas d'intégration en temps expliites et sont soumises à des limites
de stabilité qui s'avèrent ontraignantes en maillages loalement ranés ou lorsque l'ordre
d'interpolation loal est élevé. Un shéma d'intégration impliite est une voie naturelle pour
aboutir à une méthode numérique inonditionnellement stable. Cependant, un tel shéma
onduit à la résolution d'un système linéaire global à haque pas de temps eaçant du même
oup un des prinipaux avantages des formulations de type Galerkin disontinu. Une ap-
prohe plus viable onsiste à appliquer un shéma impliite loalement dans les zones du
maillages qui sont ranées, et à préserver l'utilisation d'un shéma expliite pour les équa-
tions assoiées aux éléments situés dans la partie omplémentaire du maillage. On obtient
ainsi un shéma d'intégration en temps hybride expliite-impliite (ou loalement impliite).
Dans e rapport, nous étudions une méthode DGTD hybride expliite-impliite de e type
pour la résolution numérique du système des équations de Maxwell en domaine temporel
sur des maillages non-struturés en simplexes. Des expérienes numériques en 2D et 3D
portant sur des problèmes de propagation en milieux homogènes et hétérogènes permet-
tent d'illustrer les possibilités d'une telle méthode pour des simulations mettant en jeu des
maillages loalement ranés.
Mots-lés : életromagnétisme numérique, équations de Maxwell en domaine temporel,
méthodes Galerkin disontinues, shéma hybride expliite-impliite.
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4 V. Dolean, H. Fahs, L. Fezoui and S. Lanteri
1 Introdution
Nowadays, a variety of methods exist for the numerial treatment of the time domain
Maxwell equations, ranging from the well established and still prominent nite dierene
time domain (FDTD) methods based on Yee's sheme [Yee66℄-[TH05℄ to the more reent
nite element time domain (FETD) and disontinuous Galerkin time domain (DGTD) meth-
ods [PFC06℄-[HW02℄-[CCR05℄-[FLLP05℄-[MR05℄-[CFP06℄. The use of unstrutured meshes
(based on quadrangles or triangles in two spae dimensions, and hexahedra or tetrahedra
in three spae dimensions) is an intrinsi feature of the latter methods whih an thus eas-
ily deal with omplex geometries and heterogeneous propagation media. They also dene
the natural route to the so-alled hp-adaptive solution strategies [DKP+07℄. Unfortunately,
loal mesh renement an translate in a very restritive time step in order to preserve the
stability of the expliit time integration shemes whih are most often adopted in FETD
and DGTD methods. There are basially two diretions to ure this eieny problem.
The rst one onsists in using a loal time stepping strategy ombined to an expliit time
integration sheme, while the seond approah relies on the use of an impliit or a hybrid
expliit-impliit time integration sheme.
Loal time stepping shemes have been studied by several authors. Fumeaux et al.
[FBLV04℄ have designed suh a strategy for a dissipative FVTD method on a non-uniform
tetrahedral mesh. Their loal time stepping sheme assumes a partitioning of the underlying
mesh based on loal geometrial properties while ensuring loal stability. In eah subdomain,
the applied time step is some power of two of the smallest time step. In [FBLV04℄, the
proposed loal time stepping strategy is applied in onjuntion with a Lax-Wendro time
advaning sheme but, aording to the authors, the developed ideas ould be adapted to
other time shemes as well. An alternative multi-lass loal time stepping sheme is proposed
by Piperno in [Pip06℄ in the ontext of a non-dissipative Leap-Frog based DGTD method.
Given that the Leap-Frog sheme an be reformulated as a three-step Verlet sheme, the
proposed strategy is based on a reursive appliation of the Verlet sheme on a multi-lass
arrangement of the mesh ells where a time step ∆t/2N−k is used in lass k, N being the
total number of lasses. The two-lass strategy of this family is proved to onserve a disrete
eletromagneti energy and to be stable provided ∆t is small enough, while the loal time
stepping multi-lass strategy is assessed numerially in the ontext of the solution of the
2D Maxwell's equations by a DGTD method on triangular meshes. A two-lass strategy is
also onsidered by Cohen al. [CFP06℄ in the framework of a non-dissipative DGTD method
on hexahedral meshes. It makes use of interpolations to approximate unknown elds when
updating the ells values within a given lass, however interpolations are reognized to be
too expensive in terms of omputtaional time further motivating the development of multi-
lass loal time stepping strategies. Suh a sheme is then developed by essentially the same
authors in [MPFC08℄ but this time in the ontext of a dissipative version of the DGTD
method onsidered in [CFP06℄. Moreover, this new strategy is onstruted as an adaptation
of the one proposed by Piperno in [Pip06℄ and in partiular, it involves a reursive appliation
of the Leap-Frog sheme on a multi-lass arrangement of the mesh ells where a time step
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Loally impliit DGTD method for the Maxwell equations 5
∆t/3N−k is used in lass k. The resulting multi-lass loal time stepping sheme requires
33% less omputation than the Verlet-based reursive method. A remark that applies to all
the multi-lass loal time stepping strategies disussed so far is that a stability riterion is
diult to obtain and in some ases a redution on the smallest time step is neessary for
long time stability. More reently, a promising loal time stepping strategy of arbitrary high
order has been proposed by Diaz and Grote [DG07℄ for a seond order salar wave equation
disretized in spae by either a ontinuous or a disontinuous nite element method. The
proposed strategy is based on the seond order Leap-Frog sheme whih is extended to
arbitrarily high order by a modied equation approah. The resulting loal time stepping
method is proved to onserve a disrete energy and expliit CFL onditions are exhibited
for the seond order and fourth order aurate in time methods. Aording to the authors,
this strategy extends easily to the Maxwell equations in seond order form and for various
disretization in spae methods.
A few impliit variants of Yee's FDTD method have been developed among whih, the
alternating diretion impliit nite dierene time domain (ADI-FDTD) method [Nam00℄
whih is a non-dissipative impliit FDTD method. The ADI-FDTD method oers un-
onditional stability with modest omputational overhead despite its impliit formulation
beause it relies on a fatorization of the impliit matrix operator leading to the inversion
of tri-diagonal linear systems. A omprehensive analysis of the numerial dispersion of the
ADI-FDTD method is presented in [ZC01℄ where it is shown that, on a non-uniform arte-
sian mesh, the time step an be taken uniformly the same as that dened by the oarsest
ell without altering the auray in the ner mesh regions. However, in [GLH02℄, Garia
at al. exhibit auray limitations of the ADI-FDTD method that have not been revealed
by previous studies on numerial dispersion, by investigating the trunation error on the
time step due to the fatorization. More preisely, the ADI-FDTD method is expressed as
a O(∆t2) perturbation of an impliit Crank-Niolson FDTD formulation and it is shown
that some terms of the trunation error grow with the square of the time inrement multi-
plied by the spatial derivatives of the elds, thus giving rise to potentially large numerial
errors as the time step is inreased. The development of impliit disontinuous Galerkin
methods for the solution of time dependent problems has been less impressive than for their
expliit ounterparts. In [CDL09℄, an impliit DGTD method is proposed for the solution
of the solution of the 2D Maxwell equations on triangular meshes. This method ombines
an arbitrary high order disontinuous Galerkin method for the disretization in spae with a
seond order Crank-Niolson sheme for time integration. At eah time step, a multifrontal
sparse LU method is used for solving the linear system resulting from the disretization in
spae. When the simulations involve loally rened meshes and despite the omputational
overhead of the solution of a linear system at eah time step, the resulting impliit DGTD
method allows for a notieable redution of the omputing time with regards to its expliit
ounterpart based on a Leap-Frog sheme, for omparable auray levels. However, in the
3D ase, a globally impliit method based on a sparse diret solver suers from large memory
overheads.
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6 V. Dolean, H. Fahs, L. Fezoui and S. Lanteri
Expliit-impliit methods for the solution of the system of Maxwell equations have been
studied by several authors with the shared goal of designing numerial methodologies able
to deal with hybrid strutured-unstrutured meshes. For example, a stable hybrid FDTD-
FETD method is onsidered by Rylander and Bondeson in [RB02℄, while Degerfeldt and
Rylander [DR06℄ propose a FETD method with stable hybrid expliit-impliit time stepping
working on brik-tetrahedral meshes that do not require an intermediate layer of pyrami-
dal elements. The impliit Newmark time stepping sheme is employed for the tetrahedral
elements whih allows for loal mesh renement while avoiding a redued time step. For
the brik elements, spatial lumping and expliit time stepping is employed, resulting in the
appliation of the standard nite-dierene time domain sheme. In [KCGH07℄, the authors
study the appliation of expliit-impliit Runge-Kutta (so-alled IMEX-RK) methods in
onjuntion with high order disontinuous Galerkin disretizations on unstrutured trian-
gular meshes, in the framework of unsteady ompressible ow problems (i.e. the numerial
solution of Euler or Navier-Stokes equations). Originally developed to solve the sti oper-
ator of onvetion-diusion-reation models, IMEX-RK methods are in this work used for
separating the time integration of sti and non-sti portions of the omputational domain
with regards to grid-indued stiness. Another notable feature of this work is the appliation
of automati error-based time step ontrollers exploiting the fat that IMEX-RK methods
provide embedded shemes whih allow for the evaluation of a temporal error.
The present work is onerned with the development of a non-dissipative hybrid expliit-
impliit DGTD method for solving the time domain Maxwell equations on unstrutured
simpliial meshes. The hybrid expliit-impliit DGTD method onsidered here has been
initially introdued by Piperno [Pip06℄. However, to our knowledge, this hybrid expliit-
impliit DGTD method has not been investigated numerially so far for the simulation of
realisti eletromagneti wave propagation problems. We ondut suh a numerial investi-
gation here for 2D and 3D propagation problems in homogeneous and heterogeneous media.
We also propose a omplete stability analysis of the method based on energeti onsider-
ations, extending a partial result obtained in [Pip06℄. The rest of the paper is organized
as follows: in setion 2, we state the initial and boundary value problem to be solved; the
disretization in spae by a disontinous Galerkin method is disussed in setion 3 while
the integration in time is onsidered in setion 4; the stability of the hybrid expliit-impliit
DGTD method is treated in setion 5; numerial results for 2D and 3D problems are re-
spetively reported in setions 6 and 7; nally, setion 8 onludes this paper and disusses
future works.
2 Continuous problem
We onsider the Maxwell equations in three spae dimensions for heterogeneous linear
isotropi media with no soure. The eletri eld
~E(~x, t) = t(Ex, Ey, Ez) and the mag-
neti eld
~H(~x, t) = t(Hx, Hy, Hz) verify:
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Loally impliit DGTD method for the Maxwell equations 7
{
ǫ∂t ~E − url ~H = − ~J,
µ∂t ~H + url ~E = 0,
(1)
where the symbol ∂t denotes a time derivative and ~J(~x, t) is a urrent soure term. These
equations are set on a bounded polyhedral domain Ω of R3. The permittivity ǫ(~x) and the
magneti permeability tensor µ(~x) are varying in spae, time-invariant and both positive
funtions. Our goal is to solve system (1) in a domain Ω with boundary ∂Ω = Γa ∪ Γm,
where we impose the following boundary onditions:

~n× ~E = 0 on Γm,
~n× ~E −
√
µ
ε
~n× ( ~H × ~n) = ~n× ~E
in
−
√
µ
ε
~n× ( ~H
in
× ~n) on Γa.
(2)
Here ~n denotes the unit outward normal to ∂Ω and ( ~E
in
, ~H
in
) is a given inident
eld. The rst boundary ondition is alled metalli (referring to a perfetly onduting
surfae) while the seond ondition is alled absorbing and takes here the form of the Silver-
Müller ondition whih is a rst order approximation of the exat absorbing boundary
ondition. This absorbing ondition is applied on Γa whih represents an artiial trunation
of the omputational domain. Finally, system (1) is supplemented with initial onditions:
~E0(~x) = ~E(~x, t) and ~H0(~x) = ~H(~x, t).
3 Disretization in spae
We onsider a partition Th of Ω into a set of tetrahedra τi of size hi with boundary ∂τi suh
that h = maxτi∈Th hi. For eah τi, Vi denotes its volume, and ǫi and µi are respetively
the loal eletri permittivity and magneti permeability of the medium, whih are assumed
onstant inside the element τi. For two distint tetrahedra τi and τk in Th, the intersetion
τi∩τk is a triangle aik whih we will all interfae. For eah internal interfae aik, we denote
by Sik the measure of aik and by ~nik the unitary normal vetor, oriented from τi to τk. For
the boundary interfaes, the index k orresponds to a titious element outside the domain.
We denote by FIh the union of all interior interfaes of Th, by FBh the union of all boundary
interfaes of Th, and by Fh = FIh ∪ FBh . Furthermore, we identify FBh to ∂Ω sine Ω is a
polyhedron. Finally, we denote by Vi the set of indies of the elements whih are neighbors
of τi (having an interfae in ommon). We also dene the perimeter Pi of τi by Pi =
∑
k∈Vi
Sik.
We have the following geometrial property for all elements:
∑
k∈Vi
Sik~nik = 0.
In the following, to simplify the presentation, we wet
~J = 0. For a given partition Th,
we seek approximate solutions to (1) in the nite dimensional subspae:
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8 V. Dolean, H. Fahs, L. Fezoui and S. Lanteri
Vp(Th) = {~v ∈ L2(Ω)3 : vk|τi ∈ Pp(τi), for k = 1, 3 and ∀τi ∈ Th}, (3)
where Pp(τi) denotes the spae of nodal polynomial funtions of degree at most p inside the
element τi.
Following the disontinuous Galerkin approah, the eletri and magneti elds inside
eah nite element are searhed for as linear ombinations (~Ei, ~Hi) of linearly independent
basis vetor elds ~ϕij , 1 ≤ j ≤ d, where d denotes the loal number of degrees of freedom
inside τi. Let P = Span(~ϕij , 1 ≤ j ≤ d). The approximate elds (~Eh, ~Hh), dened by
(∀i, ~Eh|τi = ~Ei, ~Hh|τi = ~Hi) are allowed to be ompletely disontinuous aross element
boundaries. For suh a disontinuous eld
~Uh, we dene its average {~Uh}ik through any
internal interfae aik, as {~Uh}ik = (~Ui|aik + ~Uk|aik)/2 . Note that for any internal interfae
aik, {~Uh}ki = {~Uh}ik. Beause of this disontinuity, a global variational formulation annot
be obtained. However, dot-multiplying (1) by any given vetor funtion ~ϕ ∈ P , integrating
over eah single element τi and integrating by parts, yields:

∫
τi
~ϕ · ǫi∂t~E =
∫
τi
url~ϕ · ~H−
∫
∂τi
~ϕ · (~H× ~n),
∫
τi
~ϕ · µi∂t ~H = −
∫
τi
url~ϕ · ~E+
∫
∂τi
~ϕ · (~E× ~n).
(4)
In Eq. (4), we now replae the exat elds
~E and ~H by the approximate elds ~Eh and
~Hh in order to evaluate volume integrals. For integrals over ∂τi, a spei treatment must
be introdued sine the approximate elds are disontinuous through element faes, leading
to the denition of a numerial ux. We hoose to use a fully entered numerial ux,
i.e. ∀i, ∀k ∈ Vi, ~E|aik ≃ {~Eh}ik, ~H|aik ≃ {~Hh}ik. The metalli boundary ondition (rst
relation of (2)) on a boundary interfae aik ∈ Γm (k in the element index of the titious
neighboring element) is dealt with weakly, in the sense that traes of titious elds
~Ek and
~Hk are used for the omputation of numerial uxes for the boundary element τi. More
preisely, we set
~Ek|aik = −~Ei|aik and ~Hk|aik = ~Hi|aik . Similarly, the absorbing boundary
ondition (seond relation of (2)) is taken into aount through the use of a fully upwind
numerial ux for the evaluation of the orresponding boundary integral over aik ∈ Γa (see
[CDL09℄ for more details). From now on, we assume Γa = ∅ exept in the numerial results
setion where we onsider both internal (i.e. avity) and external propagation problems.
Evaluating the surfae integrals in (4) using the entered numerial ux, and re-integrating
by parts yields:
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Loally impliit DGTD method for the Maxwell equations 9


∫
τi
~ϕ · ǫi∂t~Ei = 1
2
∫
τi
(url~ϕ · ~Hi + url~Hi · ~ϕ)
− 1
2
∑
k∈Vi
∫
aik
~ϕ · (~Hk × ~nik),
∫
τi
~ϕ · µi∂t ~Hi = − 1
2
∫
τi
(url~ϕ · ~Ei + url~Ei · ~ϕ)
+
1
2
∑
k∈Vi
∫
aik
~ϕ · (~Ek × ~nik).
(5)
Eq. (5) an be rewritten in terms of salar unknowns. Inside eah element, the elds
are re-omposed aording to
~Ei =
∑
1≤j≤d
Eij ~ϕij and ~Hi =
∑
1≤j≤d
Hij ~ϕij and let us now
denote by Ei and Hi respetively the olumn vetors (Eil)1≤l≤d and (Hil)1≤l≤d. Then, (5)
is equivalent to: 

M ǫi
dEi
dt
= KiHi −
∑
k∈Vi
SikHk,
Mµi
dHi
dt
= −KiEi +
∑
k∈Vi
SikEk,
(6)
where the symmetri positive denite mass matriesMσi (σ stands for ǫ or µ), the symmetri
stiness matrix Ki and the symmetri interfae matrix Sik (all of size d× d) are given by:
(Mσi )jl = σi
∫
τi
t~ϕij · ~ϕil,
(Ki)jl =
1
2
∫
τi
t~ϕij · url~ϕil + t~ϕil · url~ϕij ,
(Sik)jl =
1
2
∫
aik
t~ϕij · (~ϕkl × ~nik).
4 Time disretization
The hoie of the time disretization method is a ruial step for the global eieny of the
numerial method. The temporal integration methods are divided into two major families:
impliit and expliit shemes. Impliit shemes require the solution of large matrix systems
resulting in a high omputational eort per time iteration and the viability of suh a sheme
strongly depends on the eieny of the used linear system solver. The advantage of impliit
shemes is their robustness onerning the hoie of the time step used than an be hosen
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10 V. Dolean, H. Fahs, L. Fezoui and S. Lanteri
arbitrarily large in the ase of an unonditionally stable sheme. Thus, a simulation requires
only a small number of time iterations, but every time step is burdened by a high numerial
eort. Expliit shemes in ontrast are easy to implement, produe greater auray with
less omputational eort than impliit methods, but are restrited by a stability riterion
enforing a lose linkage of the time step to the spatial disretization parameter. This
restrition may result in a large number of iterations per analysis, eah iteration with a
low omputational eort. Then, a possible alternative is to ombine the strengths of both
shemes by applying an impliit time integration sheme loally in the rened regions of the
mesh while preserving an expliit time sheme in the omplementary part, resulting in an
hybrid expliit-impliit (or loally impliit) time integration strategy.
The set of loal system of ordinary dierential equations for eah τi (6) an be formally
transformed in a global system. To this end, we suppose that all eletri (resp. magneti)
unknowns are gathered in a olumn vetor E (resp. H) of size dg = NThd where NTh stands
for the number of elements in Th. Then system (6) an be rewritten as:

Mǫ
dE
dt
= KH− AH− BH,
Mµ
dH
dt
= −KE + AE− BE,
(7)
where we have the following denitions and properties:
 Mǫ,Mµ and K are dg × dg blok diagonal matries with diagonal bloks equal to
M ǫi ,M
µ
i and Ki respetively. Therefore M
ǫ
and M
µ
are symmetri positive denite
matries, and K is a symmetri matrix.
 A is also a dg × dg blok sparse matrix, whose non-zero bloks are equal to Sik when
aik ∈ FIh . Sine ~nki = −~nik, it an be heked that (Sik)jl = (Ski)lj and then
Ski =
tSik; thus A is a symmetri matrix.
 B is a dg × dg blok diagonal matrix, whose non-zero bloks are equal to Sik when
aik ∈ FBh . In that ase, (Sik)jl = −(Sik)lj ; thus B is a skew-symmetri matrix.
Consequently, if we set S = K− A− B, the system (7) rewrites as:

M
ǫ dE
dt
= SH,
M
µ dH
dt
= − tSE.
(8)
4.1 Expliit time sheme
The semi-disrete system (8) an be time integrated using a seond-order Leap-Frog sheme
as:
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Loally impliit DGTD method for the Maxwell equations 11


Mǫ
(
En+1 − En
∆t
)
= SHn+
1
2 ,
Mµ
(
Hn+
3
2 −Hn+ 12
∆t
)
= − tSEn+1.
(9)
The resulting fully expliit DGTD-Pp method is analyzed in [FLLP05℄ where it is shown
that the method is non-dissipative, onserves a disrete form of the eletromagneti energy
and is stable under the CFL-like ondition:
∆t ≤ 2
α
, with α =‖ (M−µ) 12 tS (M−ǫ) 12 ‖, (10)
where the matrix (Mσ)−
1
2
is the inverse square root of M
σ
.
4.2 Impliit time sheme
Alternatively, the semi-disrete system (8) an be time integrated using a seond-order
Crank-Niolson sheme as:

Mǫ
(
En+1 − En
∆t
)
= S
(
Hn + Hn+1
2
)
,
M
µ
(
Hn+1 −Hn
∆t
)
= − tS
(
En + En+1
2
)
.
(11)
Suh a fully impliit DGTD-Pp method is onsidered in [CDL09℄ for the solution of the
2D Maxwell equations. In partiular, the resulting method is unonditionally stable.
4.3 Hybrid expliit-impliit time sheme
As mentioned above, expliit and impliit time sheme based methods have their own advan-
tages and drawbaks. When the underlying mesh is loally rened a more viable approah
onsists in applying an impliit time sheme loally in the rened regions of the mesh,
while preserving an expliit time sheme in the omplementary part, resulting in an hybrid
expliit-impliit (or loally impliit) time integration strategy. We onsider here a method
of this kind that was reently proposed by Piperno in [Pip06℄. The set of elements τi of the
mesh is now assumed to be partitioned into two subsets: one made of the smallest elements
and the other one gathering the remaining elements. In the following, these two subsets are
respetively referred as Si and Se. The distintion between the two subsets an be done
aording to a geometrial threshold, or/and a physial riterion as well. Note that there is
no need of a partiular assumption on the onnetivity of the two subsets. In the proposed
hybrid time sheme, the small elements are handled using a Crank-Niolson sheme while all
other elements are time advaned using a variant of the lassial Leap-Frog sheme known
as the Verlet method. In the Verlet method, the elds H and E are dened at the same time
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12 V. Dolean, H. Fahs, L. Fezoui and S. Lanteri
station and time integration proeeds in three sub-steps: (1) H is time advaned from tn to
tn+
1
2
with time step ∆t/2, (2) E is time advaned from tn to tn+1 with time step ∆t and,
(3) H is time advaned from tn+
1
2
to tn+1 with time step ∆t/2. Then, starting from the
values of the elds at time tn = n∆t, the proposed hybrid expliit-impliit time integration
sheme onsists in three sub-steps:
(1) the omponents of H and E assoiated to the set Se are time advaned from tn to tn+ 12
with time step ∆t/2 using a pseudo-forward Euler sheme,
(2) the omponents of H and E assoiated to the set Si are time advaned from tn to tn+1
with time step ∆t using the Crank-Niolson sheme,
(1) the omponents of H and E1 assoiated to the set Se are time advaned from tn+ 12 to
tn+1 with time step ∆t/2 using the reversed pseudo-forward Euler sheme.
In order to further desribe this sheme, we introdue additional denitions. First, the
problem unknowns are reordered as:
E =
(
Ee
Ei
)
and H =
(
He
Hi
)
,
where sub-vetors with an e subsript (respetively, an i subsript) are assoiated to the
lements of the set Se (respetively, the set Si). We dedue from this partitioning of the
unknown vetors the following deompositions of the system matries:
M
ε =
(
Mεe O
O Miε
)
, Mµ =
(
Mµe O
O M
µ
i
)
,
K =
(
Ke O
O Ki
)
, B =
(
Be O
O Bi
)
.
where Mεe/i and M
µ
e/i are symmetri positive denite matries, Ke/i are symmetri matries
and Be/i are skew-symmetri matries. The matrix A whih involves the interfae matries
Sik is deomposed as:
A =
(
Aee Aei
Aie Aii
)
,
where Aee and Aii are symmetri matries, and Aei =
tAie. Introduing the two matries
Se = Ke − Aee − Be and Si = Ki − Aii − Bi, the global system of ordinary dierential
equations (8) an be split into two systems:
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Loally impliit DGTD method for the Maxwell equations 13


Mεe
dEe
dt
= SeHe − AeiHi,
Mµe
dHe
dt
= − tSeEe + AeiEi,


Mεi
dEi
dt
= SiHi − AieHe,
M
µ
i
dHi
dt
= − tSiEi + AieEe.
(12)
Then, the proposed hybrid expliit-impliit algorithm onsists in the following steps:

M
µ
e
(
H
n+ 1
2
e −Hne
∆t/2
)
= − tSeEne + AeiEni ,
Mεe
(
E
n+ 1
2
e − Ene
∆t/2
)
= SeH
n+ 1
2
e − AeiHni ,


Mεi
(
E
n+1
i − Eni
∆t
)
= Si
(
H
n+1
i + H
n
i
2
)
− AieHn+
1
2
e ,
M
µ
i
(
H
n+1
i −Hni
∆t
)
= − tSi
(
E
n+1
i + E
n
i
2
)
+ AieE
n+ 1
2
e


Mεe
(
E
n+1
e − En+
1
2
e
∆t/2
)
= SeH
n+ 1
2
e − AeiHn+1i ,
M
µ
e
(
Hn+1e −Hn+
1
2
e
∆t/2
)
= − tSeEn+1e + AeiEn+1i .
(13)
5 Stability study of the hybrid expliit-impliit DGTD-
Pp method
In [Pip06℄, the author shows that the hybrid expliit-impliit sheme (13) for time integration
of the semi-disrete system (8) assoiated to the DGTD-Pp method exatly onserves the
following quadrati form of the numerial unknowns Ene , E
n
i , H
n
e and H
n
i :
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14 V. Dolean, H. Fahs, L. Fezoui and S. Lanteri
En = Ene + Eni + Enh with


Ene = tEneMεeEne + tHn+
1
2
e M
µ
eH
n− 1
2
e ,
Eni = tEni MεiEni + tHni Mµi Hni ,
Enh = −
∆t2
4
tHni
tAei(M
ε
e)
−1AeiH
n
i ,
(14)
as far as Γa = ∅. However, the ondition under whih En is a positive denite quadrati
form and thus represents a disrete form of the eletromagneti energy is not given. In the
following we state a ondition on the global time step ∆t suh that En is a positive denite
quadrati form.
Lemma 1 The disrete eletromagneti energy En given by Eq. (14) is a positive denite
quadrati form of the numerial unknowns Ene , E
n
i , H
n
e and H
n
i if:
∆t ≤ 2
αe +max(βei, γei)
with


αe = ‖ (Mεe)−
1
2 Se(M
µ
e )
− 1
2 ‖,
βei = ‖ (Mεe)−
1
2 Aei(M
µ
i )
− 1
2 ‖,
γei = ‖ (Mµe )−
1
2 Aei(M
ε
i )
− 1
2 ‖,
(15)
where ‖ . ‖ denotes a matrix norm and the matrix (Mσe/i)−
1
2
is the inverse of the square root
of the matrix Mσe/i (σ stands for ε or µ).
Proof. We rewrite the last and the rst relations of the hybrid expliit-impliit algorithm
(13) respetively as:

MµeH
n− 1
2
e = MµeH
n
e −
∆t
2
(− tSeEne + AeiEni ) ,
MµeH
n+ 1
2
e = MµeH
n
e +
∆t
2
(− tSeEne + AeiEni ) .
(16)
Multiplying the rst relation of (16) by
tH
n+ 1
2
e and using the expression of
tH
n+ 1
2
e from
the seond relation of (16) leads to:
tH
n+ 1
2
e M
µ
eH
n− 1
2
e = tHneM
µ
eH
n
e
− ∆t
2
4
t (− tSeEne + AeiEni ) (Mµe )−1 (− tSeEne + AeiEni ) .
Then, the expliit part of the disrete eletromagneti energy (14) yields:
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Loally impliit DGTD method for the Maxwell equations 15
Ene = ‖ (Mεe)
1
2 Ene ‖2 + tHn+
1
2
e M
µ
eH
n− 1
2
e
= ‖ (Mεe)
1
2 Ene ‖2 + ‖ (Mµe )
1
2 Hne ‖2
− ∆t
2
4
‖ (Mµe )−
1
2 (− tSeEne + AeiEni ) ‖2 .
Denting by Π =‖ (Mµe )−
1
2 (− tSeEne + AeiEni ) ‖2, we have that:
Π ≤ ‖ (Mµe )−
1
2
t
SeE
n
e ‖2 + ‖ (Mµe )−
1
2 AeiE
n
i ‖2 +
2 ‖ (Mµe )−
1
2
tSeE
n
e ‖‖ (Mµe )−
1
2 AeiE
n
i ‖
≤ α2e ‖ (Mεe)
1
2 Ene ‖2 +γ2ei ‖ (Mεi )
1
2 Eni ‖2 +
2αeγei ‖ (Mεe)
1
2 Ene ‖‖ (Mεi )
1
2 Eni ‖
≤ (α2e + αeγei) ‖ (Mεe)
1
2 Ene ‖2 +(γ2ei + αeγei) ‖ (Mεi )
1
2 Eni ‖2,
(17)
where the last relation has been obtained using the inequality 2ab ≤ a2 + b2. We dedue
from (17) that:
Ene ≥
[
1− ∆t
2
4
(α2e + αeγei)
]
‖ (Mεe)
1
2 Ene ‖2 +
‖ (Mµe )
1
2 Hne ‖2 −
∆t2
4
(γ2ei + αeγei) ‖ (Mεi )
1
2 Eni ‖2 .
(18)
For the impliit part of the disrete eletromagneti energy (14) we have:
Eni =‖ (Mεi )
1
2 E
n
i ‖2 + ‖ (Mµi )
1
2 H
n
i ‖2 . (19)
Gathering (18) and (19) yields:
Ene + Eni ≥
[
1− ∆t
2
4
(α2e + αeγei)
]
‖ (Mεe)
1
2 Ene ‖2 +
[
1− ∆t
2
4
(γ2ei + αeγei)
]
‖ (Mεi )
1
2 Eni ‖2 +
‖ (Mµe )
1
2 H
n
e ‖2 + ‖ (Mµi )
1
2 H
n
i ‖2 .
(20)
Using the simple relations:
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16 V. Dolean, H. Fahs, L. Fezoui and S. Lanteri


α2e + αeγei = (αe + γei)
2 − αeγei − γ2ei
γ2ei + αeγei = (αe + γei)
2 − αeγei − α2e,
we modify (20) as:
Ene + Eni ≥
[
1− ∆t
2
4
(αe + γei)
2
]
‖ (Mεe)
1
2 Ene ‖2 +
[
1− ∆t
2
4
(αe + γei)
2
]
‖ (Mεi )
1
2 Eni ‖2 +
∆t2
4
γei(αe + γei) ‖ (Mεe)
1
2 Ene ‖2 +
∆t2
4
αe(αe + γei) ‖ (Mεi )
1
2 Eni ‖2 +
‖ (Mµe )
1
2 Hne ‖2 + ‖ (Mµi )
1
2 Hni ‖2 .
(21)
Finally, the hybrid part of the disrete eletromagneti energy (14) yields:
Enh = −
∆t2
4
tHni (M
µ
i )
1
2 (Mµi )
− 1
2
tAei(M
ε
e)
− 1
2
(Mεe)
− 1
2 Aei(M
µ
i )
− 1
2 (Mµi )
1
2 H
n
i
≥ −∆t
2
4
‖ (Mεe)−
1
2 Aei(M
µ
i )
− 1
2 ‖2‖ (Mµi )
1
2 Hni ‖2 .
(22)
Gathering (21) and (22) leads to:
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Loally impliit DGTD method for the Maxwell equations 17
En = Ene + Eni + Enh ≥
[
1− ∆t
2
4
(αe + γei)
2
]
‖ (Mεe)
1
2 Ene ‖2 +
[
1− ∆t
2
4
(αe + γei)
2
]
‖ (Mεi )
1
2 Eni ‖2 +
[
1− ∆t
2
4
β2ei
]
‖ (Mµi )
1
2 Hni ‖2 +
∆t2
4
γei(αe + γei) ‖ (Mεe)
1
2 E
n
e ‖2 +
∆t2
4
αe(αe + γei) ‖ (Mεi )
1
2 Eni ‖2 +
‖ (Mµe )
1
2 H
n
e ‖2 + ‖ (Mµi )
1
2 H
n
i ‖2 .
(23)
Finally, using the relation:
1− ∆t
2
4
β2ei = 1−
∆t2
4
(αe + βei)
2 + (α2e + 2αeβei),
allows to obtain that under the onditions:
∆t ≤ 2
αe + γei
and ∆t ≤ 2
αe + βei
,
that is:
∆t ≤ 2
max (αe + γei , αe + βei)
=
2
αe +max (γei , βei)
,
En is a positive denite quadrati form of the numerial unknowns Ene , Eni , Hne and Hni and
(15) states a suient ondition for the stability of the hybrid expliit-impliit DGTD-Pp
method (13).
In summary, (15) states that the stability of the hybrid expliit-impliit DGTD-Pp
method is dedued from a riterion whih is essentially the one obtained for the fully expliit
method here restrited to the subset of expliit elements Se, augmented by two terms involv-
ing elements of the impliit subset Si assoiated to hybrid internal interfaes (i.e. interfaes
aik suh that τi ∈ Se and τk ∈ Si). We note that when Si = ∅ we get bak the ondition (10)
obtained for the fully expliit sheme. Moreover, if the parameters ε and µ are pieewise
onstant then we have that:
M
ε
e,i = DεMe,i and M
µ
e,i = DµMe,i,
where Dε and Dµ are diagonal matries whose entries are the elementwise values εi and µi
respetively, and:
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18 V. Dolean, H. Fahs, L. Fezoui and S. Lanteri
αe =‖ Dc ‖‖ (Me)− 12 Se(Me)− 12 ‖ , βei = γei =‖ Dc ‖‖ (Me)− 12 Aei(Mi)− 12 ‖,
where Dc denotes the diagonal matrix whose entries are the elementwise values of the prop-
agation speed ci = 1/
√
ǫiµi. We have that ‖ Dc ‖ is equal to cmax = max (ci) i.e. to the
spetral radii of Dc. In that ase, the stability ondition writes:
cmax∆t ≤ 2
αe + βei
≤ 2
αe
,
whih shows that the stability of the expliit part of the algorithm is guaranteed.
In [FLLP05℄, the following loal ondition:
∀j, ∀k ∈ Vj , cj∆t
(
2αj + βjk max
(√
µj
µk
,
√
εj
εk
))
<
4Vj
Pj
, (24)
is proposed for the omputation of the global time step where Vi and Pi respetively denote
the volume and the perimeter of element τi and where αi and βik (k ∈ Vi) are dimensionless
onstants suh that:
∀~X ∈ P ,


‖url~X‖τi ≤
αiPi
Vi
‖~X‖τi ,
‖~X‖2aik ≤
βikSik
Vi
‖~X‖2τi ,
(25)
where and ‖~X‖τi and ‖~X‖aik denote the L2-norms of the vetor eld ~X over τi and the
interfae aik respetively. From the pratial point of view, ondition (24) is implemented
by looping over the internal interfaes of the mesh Th. Clearly, obtaining the global time
step verifying (15) an proeed similarly by applying ondition (24) to the expliit internal
interfaes (i.e.interfaes aik suh that both τi and τk belong to Se) and hybrid internal
interfaes (i.e.interfaes aik suh that τi ∈ Se and τk ∈ Si or vie versa).
6 Numerial assessment of auray in 2D
In this setion, the auray of the hybrid expliit-impliit DGTD-Pp method is assessed
numerially by applying to the solution of the homogeneous soure free 2D TM Maxwell
equations:
∂Hx
∂t
+
∂Ez
∂y
= 0 ,
∂Hy
∂t
− ∂Ez
∂x
= 0 ,
∂Ez
∂t
− ∂Hy
∂x
+
∂Hx
∂y
= 0, (26)
and by onsidering propagation problems for whih an analytial solution is known.
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6.1 Propagation of an eigenmode in a perfetly onduting avity
The rst test problem is the propagation of an eigenmode in a unitary square avity with
perfetly onduting walls. Although simple at rst glane, this test problem is interesting in
the present ontext beause there is no physial mehanism of dissipation of the numerial
error and thus it is partiularly hallenging for assessing the atual auray of a given
method. The hybrid expliit-impliit DGTD-Pp method is used in onjuntion with a non-
uniform triangular mesh (see Fig. 1) whih onsists of 1400 verties and 2742 triangles. In
this ase, the minimum and maximum values of the time step are respetively equal to
(∆t)m = 1.44 pioseonds and (∆t)M = 235.33 pioseonds (the ratio between the two
values δ = (∆t)M/(∆t)m is equal to 162).
For this problem, the geometri riterion cg used for the denition of the subsets Se and
Si is the area of a triangle. The distribution of the element area for the triangular mesh
at hand is shown on Fig. 2. From this distribution, several values of cg have been seleted
for the separation threshold whih are summarized in Tab. 1. In this table, |Si| and |Se|
respetively denote the size (in terms of the number of elements) of the subsets Si and Se.
Then, the referene time step (∆t)r used for the simulation is the one orresponding to the
smallest element of Se from whih we dedue the eetive CFL applied to the elements of
the impliit subset Si (denoted by CFLi in the table). For the purely expliit time sheme,
the time step used in the simulations is CFLe × (∆t)m where CFLe is the CFL number
dening the stability limit of the fully expliit DGTD-Pp method and is respetively equal
to 0.2 and 0.3 for p = 1 and p = 2.
Results are presented in the form of the time evolution of the L2 error between the approx-
imate and analyti solutions, see Fig. 3 for simulations based on the hybrid expliit-impliit
DGTD-P1 and DGTD-P2 methods. On these gures, the orresponding time evolutions
for the fully expliit methods are also shown for omparison. Above a ertain threshold
value for cg, the time step applied to the impliit part is responsible for a dispersion error
that deteriorates the overall auray of the hybrid expliit-impliit DGTD-Pp method. The
hoie of the optimal time step yielding an error level not exeeding that of the fully expliit
DGTD-Pp method is not a trivial task. It requires a detailed analysis of the numerial
dispersion error of the hybrid expliit-impliit DGTD-Pp method and the denition of an
error estimator allowing the development of an auto-adaptive numerial methodology. These
tasks have not been onsidered so far and are postponed for a future study.
6.2 Sattering of a plane wave by a dieletri ylinder
We present here results for the sattering of a plane wave with frequeny F=300 MHz by a
dieletri ylinder. This test problem has been onsidered in several works suh as [CD03℄
where the expression of the analytial solution is detailed. The internal ylinder has a radius
r0 = 0.6 m and bounds a material with relative permittivity ǫ2 = 2.25. The omputational
domain Ω is bounded by a square of side length a = 3.2 entered at (0, 0). A rst order
Silver-Müller absorbing ondition is applied on the boundary of the square. A non-uniform
mesh is used whih onsists of 4108 verties and 8054 triangles. The minimum and maximum
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Figure 1: Non-uniform triangular mesh of a unitary square avity.
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Figure 2: Eigenmode in a unitary square avity: distribution of the geometri riterion.
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Figure 3: Eigenmode in a unitary square avity: time evolution of the L2 error. Hybrid
expliit-impliit DGTD-P1 method (top) and DGTD-P2 method (bottom).
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Method cg threshold |Si| |Se| (∆t)r (pioseonds) CFLi
DGTD-P1 10
−5
m
2
1943 799 3.18 2.2
- 5.10−5 m2 1403 1339 7.28 5.0
- 10−4 m2 1141 1601 10.63 7.3
- 5.10−4 m2 640 2102 27.39 18.9
- 10−3 m2 415 2327 39.36 27.2
DGTD-P2 10
−5
m
2
1943 799 2.12 1.4
- 5.10−5 m2 1403 1339 4.85 3.3
- 10−4 m2 1141 1601 7.08 4.9
- 5.10−4 m2 640 2102 18.26 12.6
- 10−3 m2 415 2327 26.24 18.1
Table 1: Eigenmode in a unitary square avity. Simulation ongurations for the hybrid
expliit-impliit DGTD-Pp method.
values of the renormalized time step are respetively equal to (∆t)m = 2.09 pioseonds and
(∆t)M = 309.63 pioseonds (the ratio between the two values δ = (∆t)M/(∆t)m is equal
to 148). As for the previous problem, the geometri riterion cg used for the denition of
the subsets Se and Si is the area of a triangle. The distribution of the element area for the
triangular mesh at hand is shown on Fig. 4. The minimum and maximum values of the area
of a triangle are respetively equal to 0.25× 10−6 m2 and 0.65× 10−2 m2. We have seleted
10−4 m2 as a threshold value for the geometri riterion cg whih yields |Se| = 5, 745 and
|Si| = 2, 309. The simulation time has been set to 10 periods of the inident wave.
Contour lines of Ez for the analytial solution and the solution resulting from the hybrid
expliit-impliit DGTD-P2 method are shown on Fig. 5. On Fig. 6 we ompare the x-wise
distributions for y = 0 of the real part of the disrete Fourier transform of Ez (denoted as
DFT(Ez)) for the approximate solutions obtained using the expliit, impliit and hybrid
expliit-impliit DGTD-P1 and DGTD-P2 methods. Finally, a omparison in terms of the
time evolution of the L2 error is also shown on Fig. 7. Performane gures are gathered
in Tab. 2 for simulations onduted on a workstation equipped with AMD Opteron 2 GHz
pressor and 2 GB of RAM memory. In this table, the reported CFL values are those used
for the expliit, impliit and hybrid expliit-impliit methods where in the latter ase we
mention the values applied to the elements of the subsets Se and Si. For this test problem
and the onsidered triangular mesh, the hybrid expliit-impliit DGTD-P1 and DGTD-P2
methods allow a redution of the omputational time by a fator 3.3 and yield approximate
solutions that are almost oinident with those of their expliit ounterparts.
7 Numerial and performane results in 3D
In this setion we apply the proposed hybrid expliit-impliit DGTD-Pp method to the sim-
ulation of realisti 3D eletromagneti wave propagation problems. The impliit system of
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Figure 4: Sattering of a plane wave by a dieletri ylinder: distribution of the geometri
riterion.
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Figure 5: Sattering of a plane wave by a dieletri ylinder. Contour lines of Ez after 10
periods. Analytial solution (left) and hybrid expliit-impliit DGTD-P2 method (right).
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Figure 6: Sattering of a plane wave by a dieletri ylinder: x-wise distribution of DFT(Ez).
DGTD-P1 methods (left) and DGTD-P2 methods (right).
Method Time integration CFL Total time Gain
DGTD-P1 Expliit 0.3 477 se -
- Impliit 21.0 109 se 4.4
- Hybrid expliit-impliit 0.3/17.5 145 se 3.3
DGTD-P2 Expliit 0.2 1805 se -
- Impliit 21.0 257 se 7.0
- Hybrid expliit-impliit 0.2/17.5 524 se 3.4
Table 2: Sattering of a plane wave by a dieletri ylinder. Performane results for the
expliit, impliit and expliit-impliit DGTD-Pp method.
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Figure 7: Sattering of a plane wave by a dieletri ylinder: time evolution of the L2 error.
DGTD-P1 methods (left) and DGTD-P2 methods (right).
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equations assoiated to the mesh elements in the subset Si is solved using the MUMPS opti-
mized sparse diret solver [ADL00℄. In the tables of this setion, RAM (LU)is the memory
overhead for omputing and storing the sparse L and U fators, while Time (LU)gives the
fators onstrution time. Moreover, the geometri riterion used for the denition of the
subsets Si and Se is hosen to be:
cg(τi) = 4min
j∈Vi
ViVj
PiPj
, (27)
where Vi and Pi respetively denote the volume and the perimeter of the tetrahedron τi and
where we reall that Vi = {j|τi ∩ τj 6= 0}.
7.1 Sattering of a plane wave by an airraft
The problem under onsideration is the simulation of the sattering of a plane wave by an
airraft geometry. The frequeny of the inident eld is F=200 MHz (the wavelength is
λ = 1.5 m). The omputational domain is artiially bounded by a parallelepipedi box
on whih the Silver-Müller ondition is imposed. The underlying tetrahedral mesh onsists
of 360,495 verties and 2,024,924 tetrahedra. The minimum and maximum lengths of the
mesh edges are respetively equal to 9.16 10−3 m (whih orresponds to ≈ λ/163 m) and
6.83 10−1 m (whih orresponds to ≈ λ/2.2 m). The minimum and maximum values of the
time step are respetively equal to (∆t)m = 7.7 pioseonds and (∆t)M = 444.3 pioseonds
(the ratio δ = (∆t)M/(∆t)m = 58). The distribution of the riterion (27) for the tetrahedral
mesh at hand is shown on Fig. 9. The simulations disussed here have been performed on a
workstation equipped with an Intel Xeon 2.33 GHz proessor and 32 GB of RAM memory.
We report on results obtained using the fully expliit and hybrid expliit-impliit DGTD-P1
methods. The ontour lines of |E| on the surfae of the airraft, for a physial simulation
time orresponding to 5 periods of the inident wave, are shown on Fig. 8. Time evolutions
of the Ez omponent at a seleted point are ompared on Fig. 10. Performane results
for the simulations based on the hybrid expliit-impliit DGTD-P1 method are summarized
in Tab. 4. The simulation using the fully expliit DGTD-P1 method gives the referene
omputing time whih is equal to 25 h 3 mn. The results of Tab. 4 show that the memory
overhead assoiated to the onstrution and the storage of the L and U fators of the
impliit matrix is aeptable while the gain in omputing time ranges from 3.7 to 6.2 for the
onsidered threshold values of the geometri riterion cg.
cg threshold |Se| |Si| CFLi
0.0125 2,024,320 604 1.81
0.0175 2,022,464 2460 2.53
0.02 2,018,543 6381 2.90
Table 3: Sattering of a plane wave by an airraft. Denition of the subsets Se and Si for
dierent values of cg.
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Figure 8: Sattering of a plane wave by an airraft. Triangulation (left) and ontour lines
of |E| (right) on the airraft surfae.
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Figure 9: Sattering of a plane wave by an airraft: distribution of the geometri riterion.
cg threshold RAM (LU) Time (LU) Total time
0.0125 m 12 MB 0.3 se 6 h 39 mn
0.0175 m 48 MB 1.5 se 4 h 44 mn
0.02 m 117 MB 4.2 se 4 h 08 mn
Table 4: Sattering of a plane wave by an airraft. Performane results for the hy-
brid expliit-impliit DGTD-P1 method. Referene time for the fully expliit DGTD-P1
method : 25 h 3 mn.
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Figure 10: Sattering of a plane wave by an airraft. Time evolution of the Ez omponent
at a seleted point.
7.2 Exposure of head tissues to a loalized soure radiation
We now onsider a more realisti problem whih onsists in the simulation of the exposure
of a geometrial model of head tissues to an eletromagneti wave emitted by a loalized
soure. Starting from MR images of the Visible Human projet [RHGJ03℄, head tissues
are segmented and the interfaes of a seleted number of tissues (namely, the skin, the
skull and the brain) are triangulated. Dierent strategies an be used in order to obtain a
smooth and aurate segmentation of head tissues and assoiated interfae triangulations.
A rst strategy onsists in using a marhing ube algorithm [LC87℄ whih leads to huge
triangulations of interfaes between segmented subdomains. These triangulations an then
be regularized, rened and deimated in order to obtain reasonable surfae meshes, for
example using the YAMS [Fre03℄ re-meshing tool. Another strategy onsists in using a
variant of Chew's algorithm [Che93℄, based on Delaunay triangulation restrited to the
interfae, whih allows to ontrol the size and aspet ratio of interfae triangles [BO05℄.
Surfae meshes of the skin, skull and brain resulting from suh a proedure are presented on
Fig. 11. Then, these triangulated surfaes are used as inputs for the generation of volume
meshes. In this study, the GHS3D tetrahedral mesh generator [GHS91℄ is used to mesh
volume domains between the various interfaes. Note that the exterior of the head must
also be meshed, up to a ertain distane from the skin. The omputational domain is here
artiially bounded by a sphere on whih the Silver-Müller ondition is imposed. Moreover,
a simplied mobile phone model is inluded and plaed in vertial position lose to the right
ear (see Fig. 12).
In the present ase, the onstruted geometrial model onsists of four tissues (skin,
skull, CSF - Cerebro Spinal Fluid, brain) and the global tetrahedral mesh onsists of 316,172
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verties and 1,889,982 tetrahedra. The minimum and maximum lengths of the mesh edges
are respetively equal to 0.0625 mm and 23.814 mm (in the vauum zone). The smallest
elements are loated in the skin depth on one hand, and between the bottom surfae of
the antenna and the top surfae of the metalli box on the other hand. The minimum and
maximum values of the time step are respetively equal to (∆t)m = 0.023 pioseonds and
(∆t)M = 16.02 pioseonds (the ratio δ = (∆t)M/(∆t)m = 696). The distribution of the
riterion (27) for the tetrahedral mesh at hand is shown on Fig. 13. The harateristis of the
tissues are summarized in Tab. 5 where the values of the eletrial permittivity orrespond
to a frequeny F=1800 MHz and have been obtained from a speial purpose online data
base. We assume here that the tissues are non-onduting although it is lear that for a
more realisti modeling of the propagation, ondutivity should also be taken into aount.
Finally, a dipolar type soure is loalized between the bottom surfae of the antenna and
the top surfae of the metalli box yielding a urrent of the form (xd is the loalization point
of the soure):
Jz(x, t) = δ(x − xd) sin(ωt) (28)
whih is disretized aording to the disontinuous Galerkin formulation disussed in setion
3.
Numerial simulations have been onduted on a luster of 20 Intel Xeon 2.33 GHz based
nodes interonneted by a high performane Myrinet network. Eah node onsists of a dual
proessor quad ore board sharing 16 GB of RAM memory. We report on results obtained
using the fully expliit DGTD-P1 method and the hybrid expliit-impliit DGTD-P1 and
DGTD-P2 methods. A single value of the riterion (27) has been onsidered for the denition
of the subsets Si and Se (see Tab. 6). For this seleted threshold value, only 1.7% of the
mesh elements are treated impliitly. The physial simulation time has been xed to 6
periods of the temporal signal of (28). A disrete Fourier transform of the omponents of
the eletri eld is omputed during the last period of the simulation. Contour lines of the
module of the real part of the disrete Fourier transform of E (denoted by R(DFT(E)) on
the skin, skull and brain surfaes for the approximate solutions resulting from the hybrid
expliit-impliit DGTD-P1 and DGTD-P2 methods are shown on Fig. 14. Time evolutions
of the Ez omponent at two seleted points in the free spae near the ear and in the brain are
ompared on Fig. 15. One an note on this gure that the approximate solutions resulting
from the fully expliit and hybrid expliit-impliit methods are almost indistinguishable.
The simulation using the fully expliit DGTD-P1 method has been onduted on Ns = 64
ores of the above-mentioned luster for a total omputing time of 38 h 43 mn. Performane
results for the simulations based on the hybrid expliit-impliit DGTD-P1 and DGTD-P2
methods are summarized in Tab. 7. Note that these simulations have been performed on
16 and 32 ores. For this problem, the hybrid expliit-impliit DGTD-P1 method allows a
redution of the omputing time by a fator of 56 if with assume a linear parallel speedup
for the fully expliit DGTD-P1 method to evaluate a referene time on 16 ores. Suh an
assumption is reasonable for the fully expliit method but dose not apply to the hybrid
expliit-impliit method as an be seen in Tab. 7 in the ase of the DGTD-P2 method. The
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observed suboptimal parallel speedup is probably due to the use of sparse diret solver for
the impliit system.
X
Y
Z
X
Y
Z
X
Y
Z
Figure 11: Exposure of head tissues to a loalized soure radiation: surfae meshes of the
skin, skull and brain.
Tissue εr λ (mm)
Vaum 1.00 166.66
Skin 43.85 26.73
Skull 15.56 42.25
CSF 67.20 20.33
Brain 43.55 25.26
Table 5: Exposure of head tissues to a loalized soure radiation: eletromagneti hara-
teristis of tissues.
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Figure 12: Exposure of head tissues to a loalized soure radiation: simplied mobile phone
model.
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Figure 13: Exposure of head tissues to a loalized soure radiation: distribution of the
geometri riterion.
cg threshold |Se| |Si| CFLi
0.0006 m 1,858,469 31,513 27.24 (P1)/15.13 (P2)
Table 6: Exposure of head tissues to a loalized soure radiation. Denition of the subsets
Se and Si.
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Figure 14: Exposure of head tissues to a loalized soure radiation. Contour lines of |R(E)|
(in log sale) on the skin, skull and brain surfaes: hybrid expliit-impliit DGTD-P1 (left)
and DGTD-P2 (right) methods.
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Figure 15: Exposure of head tissues to a loalized soure radiation. Time evolution of the
Ez omponent at seleted points in free spae (top) and in the brain (bottom).
Method Ns RAM (LU) Time (LU) Total time
DGTD-P1 16 1.2 GB 89.0 se 2 h 40 mn
DGTD-P2 16 3.7 GB 696.0 se 13 h 45 mn
32 2.2 GB 598.0 se 8 h 42 mn
Table 7: Exposure of head tissues to a loalized soure radiation. Performane results for the
hybrid expliit-impliit DGTD-Pi method. Referene time for the fully expliit DGTD-P1
method on Ns = 64 ores : 38 h 43 mn.
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8 Conlusion
We have presented the results of a study aiming at overoming the grid-indued stiness
in high order DGTD methods formulated on non-uniform simpliial meshes for the solu-
tion of the system of time domain Maxwell equations. For that purpose, we have adopted
an hybrid expliit-impliit time integration strategy. First, the elements of the underlying
mesh are assumed to be partitioned into two sets aording to an appropriate geometri
riterion. Then, the time integration method onsidered here ombines an impliit Crank-
Niolson sheme applied to the semi-disretized equations assoiated to the mesh elements
belonging to one of the subsets (typially, the elements loalized in the rened zones of
the mesh), with an expliit Leap-Frog sheme applied to the semi-disretized equations for
the elements in the omplementary subset. The resulting strategy is a omponent splitting
based CNLF (Crank-Niolson-Leap-Frog) DGTD method following the terminology adopted
in [Ver09℄. A stability analysis of the hybrid expliit-impliit DGTD method using energeti
onsiderations shows that the referene (global) time step an be omputed from a ondi-
tion essentially ensuring that the Leap-Frog sheme alone is stable for the mesh elements of
the orresponding subset. The temporal onvergene of the CNLF time integration sheme
has reently been studied in [Ver09℄ where a onvergene ondition is derived that guaran-
tees seond order temporal onvergene uniformly in the spatial disretization parameter.
The auray of the CNLF DGTD method has been assessed here numerially in the two-
dimensional ase by onsidering wave propagation problems for whih analytial solutions
are available.
Numerial simulations of realisti three-dimensional propagation problems involving lo-
ally rened tetrahedral meshes have demonstrated that the proposed CNLF DGTD method
allows to redue signiantly the overall omputing time as ompared to a fully expliit
DGTD method, and as long as a rather small number of the mesh elements are treated
impliitly (typially a few perent) whih is often the ase in pratial situations involving
irregularly shaped objets and material interfaes. However, despite these enouraging re-
sults, several points still deserve to be addressed in order to obtain a more aurate and
more eient solution strategy:
 the temporal auray ould be improved by studying the possibility of ombining a
high order Leap-Frog sheme [SSW02℄ with a higher order impliit sheme [LF04℄, or
by onsidering alternative hybrid expliit-impliit time integration strategies suh as
those studied in [CS08℄.
 In all the numerial experiments disussed in this paper, the threshold value for the
geometri riterion cg used for the denition of the subsets Se and Si has been set
statially. This threshold value impats both the auray (more preisely, the nu-
merial dispersion) of the CNLF DGTD method and its overall omputational ost
(omputing time and memory overhead). Clearly, obtaining an auto-adaptive solution
strategy whih optimizes both aspets would be an asset. In partiular, the referene
(global) time step ensuring the stability of the method ould be adapted dynamially
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in order to ontrol the numerial error. The use of embedded time integration shemes
an failitate this task as demonstrated in [KCGH07℄ in the ontext of expliit-impliit
Runge-Kutta (IMEX-RK) methods.
 Parallel omputing is a mandatory path for large-sale 3D simulations and is well
mastered for fully expliit solution methods for the time domain Maxwell equations.
However, the parallelization of hybrid expliit-impliit methods suh as the CNLF
DGTD method onsidered here raises (at least) two diulties that have not been
addressed in this paper. On one hand, the separation of mesh elements into two sub-
sets indues load balaning issues. Indeed, sine the expliit-impliit time integration
sheme is a sequential proess (see algorithm (13)), the partitioning of the mesh should
not simply aims at balaning the mesh elements taking into aount a single weight
related to the loal omputational load (i.e.expliit or impliit element). Instead, an
appropriate two-onstraint partitioning problem aiming at balaning both the expliit
and impliit elements should be formulated. On the other hand, a salable solver must
be onsidered for the linear system assoiated to the impliit elements.
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